THE discovery of introns in eukaryotic genes, it was recognized that trypanosomal messenger RNAs were not strictly colinear with their corresponding genes. Each mRNA in these protozoan parasites has an identical, short noncoding stretch at its 5' end. These "mini-exons" were found to be encoded elsewhere in the genome, transcribed as part of somewhat larger RNA molecules, and then joined to transcripts that encode proteins. This type of intermolecular reaction whereby two discrete RNA molecules are precisely linked to form a mature species that lacks part of each precursor has been called trans-splicing (Fig. 1 ). Such addition of short, nontranslated leaders to coding transcripts has now been observed in representatives from both the protist and animal kingdoms (Table  1) , and the phenomenon has been intensively studied particularly in trypanosomes and nematodes (reviewed in refs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
